CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Human Appeal Australia
“It would have taken weeks, but with Blackbaud
Merchant Services onboarding, it took less than
ten minutes to fill out the form – then we were up and
running in less than three days.”
—Abdul Fattah, Transformation Manager, Human Appeal Australia

How Human Appeal Australia are impacting more lives with
the help of Blackbaud Merchant ServicesTM.
Aid organisation Human Appeal provides immediate support and long-term
sustainable development to help empower communities around the world
to be self-reliant and independent.
Transformation Manager, Abdul Fattah, says a key part of their recent
success has been adopting Blackbaud’s out-of-the-box payment
processing solution, Blackbaud Merchant Services (BBMS).

“We had a lot to work on”
After starting at Human Appeal just over two years ago, Abdul realised the
organisation would need a better payment processing solution to keep up
with the increasing donations and stronger user expectations.

Human Appeal Australia is
powered by:

Blackbaud
Merchant ServicesTM and
Blackbaud
Raiser’s Edge NXT®

“I was hired to do organisational development – which meant that I’ve
had to wear multiple hats at once! I identified a few key areas for growth,
and one of the biggest ones was technology: the systems, processes and
infrastructure we used. We had a lot to work on,” he says.
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A strategic planning weekend away helped to clarify some of the most
important areas of growth for the organisation.
“We realised that processing of online payments was becoming costly and
tedious” Abdul explains.
Like any other charity, Human Appeal wants to spend as much money as
possible on their beneficiaries. But the older platforms they were using
through one of the big banks meant that large amounts of money were
being lost on merchant fees - in addition to the time spent managing
income streams and other adminitrative tasks!
With Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT already the core piece of Human
Appeal’s tool stack, Abdul began the conversation with the Blackbaud
team, and together they started the process of migrating to Blackbaud
Merchant Services.

Meeting (and exceeding) expectations
This year, Human Appeal worked hard to provide food parcels all across
the country, ensuring they feed as many as they possibly can in Australia &
abroad during the pandemic.
The organisation offers a way for people to directly support relatives,
friends, or others by providing first aid kits, food parcels, medical services,
and more, but to do so sustainably requires an intricate receipting and
notifications system at both the main office and out in the field.

“We literally
saved more lives
because we
were able to provide safe
shelter and nutritious
food after the storms in
Fiji, the floods in Sudan
and the disaster in
Lebanon. Thousands of
people were saved!”
—Abdul Fattah, Transformation
Manager, Human Appeal Australia

Abdul says the support that Blackbaud provided, both through Blackbaud
Merchant Services and cloud-based donor management platform
Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT, helped them work towards a custom solution
perfectly suited to their needs.
When he suggested to the Human Appeal board that migration to BBMS
would be the right move, Abdul was putting his reputation on the line – but
he says that the system hasn’t let him down.
“In a lot of ways, it’s exceeded my expectations,” he said.

Migrating in just ten minutes
Having previously been involved in changing payment platforms, Abdul
was expecting a drawn-out period of transition, lasting weeks, after the
change to Blackbaud Merchant Services.
He never could have expected how easy it was for the organisation to
migrate to this new platform.
“One thing I was worried about was migration, because of the complexity
we’d been through before. It would have taken weeks, but with Blackbaud
Merchant Services onboarding, it took less than ten minutes to fill out the
form – then we were up and running in less than three days.”
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Migration was just one part of a multifaceted, seamless process for the
team at Human Appeal. It also involved consultation about industry best
practices, and how the organisation’s other existing Blackbaud products,
like Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT, work together seamlessly.
“The integration of BBMS with Raiser’s Edge NXT is simply fantastic”, Abdul
explains.

Support every step of the way
Migration to any of Blackbaud’s services includes ongoing support and
communication from a dedicated support team – a feature that Abdul has
leveraged to Human Appeal’s benefit.
“I communicate with Blackbaud a number of times a week – and that’s not
abnormal for the rate of growth we’re seeing. The type of work we’re doing
needs a really good support team, and that’s what we have.”
Abdul also appreciates that Blackbaud Merchant Services are continually
adding new features in consultation with clients.
“The Blackbaud team is essential to us. It’s a great partnership – they’re
phenomenal even if I sometimes give them a hard time!” he said. “Most of
our issues are resolved very promptly.”

More money for the mission
Abdul says that focusing on the details of payment platforms, databases,
and merchant fees could potentially be distracting from the real
motivation of his nonprofit’s work: combatting social injustice in Australia
and around the world.
That’s why he is genuinely thankful for the cost and time savings the
organisation has found through adopting BBMS.
“The amount of money we saved is massive. That’s funds we can use to
build shelters for widows and children.”
“We literally saved more lives because we were able to provide safe shelter
and nutritious food after the storms in Fiji, the floods in Sudan and the
disaster in Lebanon. Thousands of people were saved!” Abdul explains.
Abdul believes that “technology, as an enabler, will help deliver on the
organisation’s mission of alleviating poverty, providing sustainable
development and empowering disadvantaged communities.”
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“As a result of
implementing BBMS,
Human Appeal now saves
an incredible amount
on administration and
merchant fees – which
means more money for
doing good around the
world.”
—Abdul Fattah, Transformation
Manager, Human Appeal Australia
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Adopting Blackbaud Merchant Services has meant less time on the details, and much more time helping connect
donors to the enormous impact they can make around the world.
Abdul says that, as a result of implementing BBMS, Human Appeal now saves an incredible amount on
administration and merchant fees – which means more money for doing good around the world.

“The Blackbaud team is essential to us. It’s a great partnership – they’re phenomenal
even if I sometimes give them a hard time! Most of our issues are resolved very
promptly.”
—Abdul Fattah, Transformation Manager, Human Appeal Australia

To find out more about how Blackbaud Merchant Services can help streamlining your payment
processing, contact us on +61 2 8918 1200 or info@blackbaud.com.au.
Learn more

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organisations to increase their
impact through software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits,
foundations, corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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